Choose the Portmanteau Word

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentence and choose the portmanteau word that correctly completes the sentence. Have your child write the word in the blank.

1. The ____________ storm knocked out our electricity.
   - humongous
   - humorous
   - snazzy

2. The astronomer was the first to discover the new _____________.
   - pulsation
   - comet
   - pulsar

3. What was the large ____________ in the middle of the painting supposed to be?
   - blotch
   - botch
   - hole

4. All we could see was a ____________ of wings as the birds took off from the trees.
   - hurry
   - flurry
   - fury

**Parent Directions:** Have your child circle the word that is the correct portmanteau word for each combination of words.

5. fourteen + nights
   - fortnight
   - fournight
   - fortnight

6. electronic + mail
   - elecmail
   - emmail
   - e-mail

7. snappy + jazzy
   - sazzy
   - snazzy
   - snazy

8. wipe + sweep
   - weep
   - swipe
   - sipe